Sexual identity
Introduction
Our sexual identity is a unique aspect of ourselves and each person will define it differently. For the purposes of this
support sheet, we are thinking of sexual identity as our sense of ourselves as sexual beings and also how we might
define our sexual orientation. So, our sexual identity might be about how we experience ourselves and about who
we feel a sexual attraction.
Sexual arousal and sexual desire
Physiological arousal (getting an erection and ejaculating) are physical responses to a physical stimulus. It may not
mean that we feel sexual desire. In the context of sexual abuse, if the perpetrator stimulated you physically, you
probably had a physical response – your body was doing what bodies do. It doesn’t mean you felt sexual desire or
that you wanted the abuse to happen.
Sexual identity in the context of sexual abuse
Our sense of ourselves as sexual beings can be enormously impacted by sexual abuse. An aspect of our identity
which is life affirming, creative, growth-orientated and connection-orientated is violated and can for some become
an aspect about which they feel shame and disgust, fear or revulsion. Or it can feel like a cheap commodity to be
thrown or given away to anyone.
This van be particularly damaging if we are sexually abused as children, either before we have a clear sense of
ourselves as sexual beings and what sex is about, or when our sense of ourselves as sexual selves is just beginning to
emerge in puberty. Then our sense of our sexual selves has a dark, complex, intrusive thread of abuse threading
through it, often making it difficult to work out who we are and what we want sexually separate from the abuse.
Sexual orientation in the context of abuse
If we are abused by someone of the same gender as those to whom we are sexually attracted, particularly if we are
abused as children or teenagers, it can give rise to a question as to whether the abuse impacted our sexual
orientation. Because we live in a heteronormative society, this is often a concern for survivors who identify as gay
who were abused by men. They might ask, ‘did the abuse make me gay?’. The development of our sexual desires is
complex and yet we can be pretty certain that abuse by a man doesn’t make you gay. If you are a male survivor and
gay, your challenge is to embrace and celebrate your sexual orientation free from the abuse.
If you are heterosexual and were abused by a man, it can give rise to questions about ‘am I really gay’? It might be
that you feel some attraction for men, which you may or may not act on, but that is something to be celebrated and
doesn’t need to be seen as connected to the abuse.

If you are gay and were abused by a woman, again, the abuse didn’t make you gay, just as abuse by a woman
doesn’t ‘make you heterosexual.’ Abuse by a woman can cause difficulties with your sense of masculinity (see
support sheet on masculinity) but it doesn’t change your gender or sexual identity.
And if you embrace any other sexual identity – pansexual, polyamorous, bisexual, asexual or any of the other sexual
identities which we can now celebrate – do just that. Your sexual identity and who you are attracted to is yours, and
no-one can take it from you.

If you have been sexually abused or assaulted and want to speak with someone about your sexual
identity, please do get in touch. You can chat in confidence to one of our helpliners on our webchat or
textchat via our website
www.survivorsuk.org

